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Leadership for Inclusive Practice Conference Series AVC is pleased to introduce the first annual Leadership for Inclusive Practices Conference Series. This series is designed to provoke thought and inquiry, to deliver practical tools and strategies, and to equip district teams to continue to work together to promote increased inclusiveness while strengthening leadership skills that can be applied generally to the practice of district and school leadership. Districts are encouraged to enroll teams in the conference for all three days, however each conference day is designed to be taken as a stand-alone day or to be taken by individual participants. Each session will include pre-session preparation that will assist participants in getting the most out of their learning and will conclude with a “take back to your district” action planning activity. Each session also includes support from key leaders from DESE – including but not limited to Matthew Holloway and Claire Abbott from Educator Development, and Senior Associate Commissioner Russell Johnston. 1/27/16 2/24/16 3/ 30/16



Inclusion, Expectations & Equity Effective Communication for an Inclusive Community Culturally Proficient Leadership



featuring DeNelle West, M.Ed. featuring John D’Auria, Ed.D. featuring Patti DeRosa, MSW



All Sessions Run 8:30a.m. -3:30p.m.with Morning Coffee and Light Lunch Included Location:



Assabet Valley Collaborative – 57 Orchard Street; Marlborough



Audience:



Administrators (District-wide and Building-based)



Per Participant Costs: Members: $450/participant for 3 days Members: $175/participant for 1day



NonMembers: $515/participant for 3 days NonMembers: $200/participant for 1 day Structure of each day:



Pre-Session Preparation 8:30-9:00



Coffee and Networking



9:00-10:30



Key Note – drawing upon Pre-Session Preparation



10:30-12:00 Practical Workshop – drawing upon Pre-Session Preparation (Facilitated by key DESE leaders – linking DESE resources & priorities to conference themes) 12:00-12:30



Lunch



12:30-2:30



Participant-Driven Learning & Working Session (EdCamp Style)



2:30-3:30



Sharing and Next Steps facilitated by Conference Presenters



Times above estimated – each session’s schedules will be modified for content/topics See individual flyers for more information about individual sessions



AVC’s Leadership for Inclusive Practice Conference Series Day 1 : Inclusion, Expectations & Equity January 27, 2016



8:30-3:30



Pre-Session Preparation:  Tom Hehir Reports  District Data Reports re: identification, placement & achievement of subgroups Key Note: DeNelle West, M.Ed. Topic: Inclusive Practices with High Expectations and and an Equity Lens (working title). DeNelle West is the Director of Professional Development at Research for Better Teaching (RBT), in Acton, Massachusetts. West has served in public education for over a decade, helping to influence the lives of students and the practice of teachers and leaders across the country. West began her career working in an inclusive classroom setting and continued her teaching career in both public and private educational settings. West then transitioned into a central office role as an administrator in staff development for two large urban districts – first with Duval County Public Schools, FL, where she served as a Coordinator for Instructional Technology, Secondary Literacy, and Middle School Cluster and later with Gwinnett County Public Schools, GA, as the Director of Staff Development. During this time, West became a Academy Coach for Learning Forward, working with superintendents, central office administrators, principals, coaches, and leaders from across the country, to deepen their knowledge and ability to effectively plan and implement professional learning in their organizations. DeNelle West is featured in the Journal of Staff Development, October 2012 Issue, mentioned in The Feedback Process: Transforming Feedback for Professional Learning, by Joellen Killion, and a featured blogger for Learning Forward. DeNelle West attended the University of North Florida where she earned BA in Literature and Political Science. She later earned her MA in Educational Leadership from Jacksonville University, focusing on Curriculum and Instruction, Program Evaluation, and Organizational Leadership. Practical workshop: Matt Holloway, DESE Matt Holloway will provide an overview and orientation to DESE’s Guidebook for Inclusive Practices which includes practical strategies and tools to align inclusive work within other important mandates and priorities within the Educator Effectiveness work at DESE. Participant-Driven Learning & Working Session (EdCamp Style) Participants will generate topics for action-planning inspired by the morning sessions for afternoon working/learning sessions. Smaller breakout groups will be organically formed based on participant interest and contribution. The rule of “two feet” will apply – participants will vote with their “feet” to move to a topic table of interest to them and will stay with that topic as long as they are learning and contributing. Denelle West, Matt Holloway and others will circulate and support these groups as they tackle particular pathways for action planning back in their districts. Closing activities – . Denelle West & Matt Holloway and others will assist in facilitating whole group synthesis and analysis of learning today and actions for the future. Participants will report out about what they (individually or in a team) will take back with them as action steps following this session.



AVC’s Leadership for Inclusive Practice Conference Series Day 2 : Effective Communication for an Inclusive Community February 24, 2016



8:30-3:30



Pre-Session Preparation:  TBA (school/district culture) Key Note:



John D’Auria, Ed.D.



Bio: In a career that has spanned four decades as a math teacher, guidance counselor, principal and superintendent, Dr. D’Auria has worked with hundreds of school leaders around sharpening the academic focus of school teams, developing a vibrant school culture, and managing conflict in the workplace. Dr. D’Auria’s research focuses on the ways in which the assumptions that people hold about intelligence significantly influence their learning. His newest book, School Systems That Learn, was co-authored with Dr. Paul Ash (Corwin Press, 2012). Dr. D’Auria is also the author of Ten Lessons in Leadership and Learning (2010), a helpful resource to new and experienced leaders, as well as “The DNA of Leadership”—a curriculum for aspiring school leaders. John D’Auria is a Phi Beta Kappa and Summa Cum Laude graduate of Boston College, where he majored in mathematics and philosophy; he earned his doctorate in urban educational leadership at the University of Massachusetts.



This session will address topics related to interpersonal effectiveness in communication to lead district/school/team culture that supports inclusiveness. Developing and sustaining inclusiveness requires the ability to increase the effectiveness of our communication skills particularly on topics that lend themselves to conflict/disagreement –as equity issues can. To promote equity, district and school leaders must leverage the following skills:  Communicating with families in ways that are inclusive and curious even when we disagree  Communicating with those we supervise in ways that promote inclusion and curiosity even when we disagree  Giving and receiving feedback in ways that promote self-reflection, curiosity, and learning Practical Workshop: Claire Abbott from MA DESE will present on strategies and lessons learned through the Equity Plan Professional Learning Network. Participant-Driven Learning & Working Session (EdCamp Style) Participants will generate topics for action-planning inspired by the morning sessions for afternoon working/learning sessions. Smaller breakout groups will be organically formed based on participant interest and contribution. The rule of “two feet” will apply – participants will vote with their “feet” to move to a topic table of interest to them and will stay with that topic as long as they are learning and contributing. John D’Auria, Claire Abbott and others will circulate and support these groups as they tackle particular pathways for action planning back in their districts. Closing activities – John D’Auria & Claire Abbott and others will assist in facilitating whole group synthesis and analysis of learning today and actions for the future. Participants will report out about what they (individually or in a team) will take back with them as action steps following this session.



AVC’s Leadership for Inclusive Practice Conference Series



Day 3: Culturally Proficient Leadership March 30, 2016



8:30-3:30



Pre-Session Preparation:  TBA – Data Review and Culture Scan Key Note: Patti DeRosa, MSW Bio: Patti DeRosa is the President and founder of her own firm, ChangeWorks Consulting. She has over twentyfive years of experience as a consultant, educator, and activist working on anti-racism, diversity, and social justice issues with education, business, health care, human services, and community and governmental organizations in the public and private sectors, with both adults and youth. She has served on the faculties of Simmons College, Boston University, Lesley University, and Teachers 21 Aspiring Superintendent and Aspiring Principal programs teaching courses on cultural proficiency, racism, equity, and social justice, and is the author of several widely-used articles on diversity, white identity, and anti-racism. Patti has an MSW in Community Organization, Management, and Planning, an MA in African American Studies, both from Boston University, and a BA in Cultural Anthropology from SUNY-Oneonta. She is also a singer-songwriter-guitarist performing regularly both nationally and internationally.



This key note will focus on building skills related to unpacking personal and institutional bias/privilege and barriers on the path to building more inclusive systems. Armed with skills to lean in to conflict and engage in crucial yet difficult conversations from the previous session, participants will further explore strategies to celebrate and empower differences while recognizing and prioritizing personal and institutional barriers to equity & inclusiveness. Practical Workshop - Russell Johnston, MA DESE Senior Associate Commissioner will present on lessons learned through DESE’s LEAP project to date along with strategies for building capacity in districts to address the impact of poverty on learning. Participant-Driven Learning & Working Session (EdCamp Style) Participants will generate topics for action-planning inspired by the morning sessions for afternoon working/learning sessions. Smaller breakout groups will be organically formed based on participant interest and contribution. The rule of “two feet” will apply – participants will vote with their “feet” to move to a topic table of interest to them and will stay with that topic as long as they are learning and contributing. Patti DeRosa, Dr. Johnson and others will circulate and support these groups as they tackle particular pathways for action planning back in their districts. Closing activities – Patti DeRosa and others will assist in facilitating whole group synthesis and analysis of learning today and actions for the future. Participants will report out about what they (individually or in a team) will take back with them as action steps following this session.
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